This paper describes a noise-aware dominance operator for evolutionary algorithms to solve the multiobjective optimization problems (MOPs) that contain noise in their objective functions. This operator takes objective value samples of given two individuals (or solution candidates), estimates the impacts of noise on the samples and determines whether it is confident enough to judge which one is superior/inferior between the two individuals. Since the proposed operator assumes no noise distributions a priori, it is well applicable to various MOPs whose objective functions follow unknown noise distributions. Experimental results show that it operates reliably in noisy MOPs and outperforms existing noise-aware dominance operators.
Introduction
This paper proposes and evaluates a noise-aware operator for evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithms (EMOAs). An EMOA uses a population of individuals, each of which represents a solution candidate. It evolves individuals through generations and seeks the optimal solution(s) in a multiobjective optimization problem (MOP), which is formalized as follows.
S denotes a decision variable space. x denotes a decision variable vector (or solution candidate) with respect to S. It is called an individual in EMOAs. A function vector, F : R n → R m , consists of m real-value objective functions, each of which produces an objective value with respect to an objective space, O. An MOP is to find an individual(s) that minimizes objective values with subject to O.
In an MOP, objective functions conflict with each other; there exist rarely a single individual that is optimum with respect to all objectives. Therefore, an MOP often aims to find the optimal trade-off solutions, or Pareto-optimal solutions, by seeking non-dominated individuals. An individual x ∈ S is said to dominate an individual y ∈ S (denoted by x y) if and only if f i ( x) ≤ f i ( y) ∀ i = 1, · · · , m and f i ( x) < f i ( y) ∃ i = 1, · · · , m [11] .
In real-world MOPs, objective functions tend to contain noise [2, 13] . Thus, objective functions can yield different objective values from the same individual from time to time. For considering this noise, Equation 1 is revised as follows.
m represents noise in the m-th objective function. Noise in objective functions can interfere with a dominance operator, which determines dominance relationships among individuals. For example, a dominance operator may mistakenly judge that an inferior individual dominates an superior one. Defects in a dominance operator significantly degrades the performance to solve MOPs [2, 13] .
In order to address this issue, this paper studies a new noise-aware dominance operator, called the α-dominance operator, for EMOAs. It takes objective value samples of given two individuals, estimates the impacts of noise on the samples and determines whether it is confident enough to judge a dominance relationship between the two individuals. Unlike existing noise-aware dominance operators, the α-dominance operator assume no noise distributions a priori. Thus, it is well applicable to a variety of MOPs whose objective functions follow unknown noise distributions.
For evaluating the α-dominance operator, it is integrated with NSGA-II [3] , a well-known EMOA, and compared with existing noise-aware dominance operators. Experimental results show that it reliably performs dominance operation in noisy MOPs and outperforms existing operators in terms of the convergence and diversity of individuals.
Background: EMOAs
EMOAs are designed to evolve individuals toward Pareto-optima through generations with genetic operations such as crossover, mutation and selection. As described in Section 1, each individual represents a particular vector of decision values. Listing 1 shows how NSGA-II works.
Listing 1: Pseudocode of NSGA-II The initial population (P 0 ) consists of randomlygenerated N individuals (Line 2). In each generation (g), a pair of individuals, called parents (p 1 and p 2 ), are chosen from the current population P g using a binary tournament (Lines 6 and 7). A binary tournament randomly takes two individuals from P g , compares them based on the dominance relationship between them, and chooses a non-dominated (i.e., better) one as a parent. With the crossover rate P c , two parents reproduce two offspring with a crossover operator (Lines 8 and 9). Each offspring performs mutation with the mutation rate P m (Lines 10 to 15). The binary tournament, crossover and mutation operations are performed repeatedly on P g to produce N offspring. The offspring (O g ) are combined with the parent population P g to form R g (Line 19).
In the selection process, N individuals are selected from 2N individuals in R g as the next generation's population (P g+1 ). First, the individuals in R g are ranked based on their dominance relationships. Non-dominated individuals are on the first rank. The i-th rank consists of the individuals dominated only by the individuals on the i − 1 th rank. Ranked individuals are stored in F (Line 20). F i contains the i-th rank individuals. Then, the individuals in F move to P g+1 rank by rank, starting with F 1 (Lines 23 to 26). If the number of individuals in P g+1 ∪ F i is less than N , F i moves to P g+1 . Otherwise, a subset of F i moves to P g+1 . The subset is selected based on the crowding distance metric, which measures the distribution (or diversity) of individuals in the objective space (Lines 27 to 29). The metric computes the distance between two closest neighbors of an individual in each objective and sums up the distances associated with all objectives. In Line 28, the individuals in F i are sorted based on this metric, from the ones with higher crowding distance to the ones with lower crowding distance. The individuals with higher crowding distance have higher chances to be selected to P g+1 (Line 29).
Related Work
Several existing dominance operators consider noise in objective functions [8, 10] ; however, all of them assume particular noise distributions. For example, [1, 7, 9] assume Gaussian noise, which follow normal distributions. [12] assumes random noise, which follow continuous uniform distributions. [5, 15] assume Poisson noise, which follow Poisson distributions. Given a noise distribution, each of existing noise-aware dominance operators statistically estimates each individual's objective value by collecting its samples. In contrast, the α-dominance operator assumes no noise distributions a priori because, in general, it is hard to predict and model them in most (particularly, real-world) MOPs. Instead of estimating each individual's objective values, the α-dominance operator measures the effect of noise on objective value samples and determines whether it is confident enough to compare individuals.
The α-Dominance Operator
This section describes how the α-dominance operator is designed (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) and how it can be integrated with existing EMOAs (Section 4.3).
α-Dominance Relationship
The α-dominance operator determines the α-dominance relationship between given two individuals by statistically processing their objective value samples. With this operator, individual A is said to α-dominate individual B (denoted by A α B), iif:
• A's and B's objective value samples are classifiable with the statistical confidence level of α, and
In order to examine the first condition, the α-dominance operator classifies A's and B's objective value samples with Support Vector Machine (SVM), and measures classification error. (See Step 1 in an example shown in Figure 1 .) The error (e) is calculated as the ratio of the number of missclassified samples to the total number of samples. For evaluating confidence level (α) in a classification error, the α-dominance operator computes the classification error's confidence interval (e int ):
e int = e ± t α,n−1 σ (3) t α,n−1 denotes a single-tail t-distribution with α confidence level and n − 1 degrees of freedom. n denotes the total number of samples. σ is the standard deviation of e. It is approximated as follows.
If e int is significant (i.e., if e int does not span zero), the α-dominance operator cannot classify A's and B's samples with the confidence level of α. Thus, the operator determines that A and B do not α-dominate each other. (See Step 2 in Figure 1. ) If e int is not significant (i.e., if e int spans zero), the α-dominance operator can classify A's and B's samples with the confidence level of α. Thus, the operator examine the second condition to determine an α-dominance relationship (see above). It measures C-metric [17] with a classical notion of dominance described in Section 1. C(A, B) denotes the fraction of individual B's samples that at least one sample of individual A dominates:
If C(A, B) = 1, all of B's samples are dominated by at least one sample of A. The α-dominance operator determines A α B if C(A, B) = 1 and C(B, A) < 1. If C(A, B) < 1 and C(B, A) < 1, the operator determines neither A α B nor B α A. See Step 2 in Figure 1 . Figure 1 shows an example to determine the α-dominance relationship between two individuals, A and B, with two objectives, f 1 and f 2 , to be minimized. Individual A and B have seven samples each. The first step is to classify these 14 samples with SVM and compute e int . SVM provides a classification vector in the objective space as a boundary to classify samples. In Figure 1 , two samples of B are miss-classified; e = 
Dynamic Adjustment of Confidence Level
The α-dominance operator dynamically adjusts its confidence level (α) depending on how close individuals have converged to the Pareto-optimal front. The convergence of individuals is evaluated based on their disorderliness in the objective space. When individuals are disordered in 
C denotes a set of cubes in a hypercube, and P (i) denotes the probability that individuals exist in a cube i. n i denotes the number of individuals in a cube i. Once entropy (H) is obtained, it is normalized as follows:
n denotes the total number of cubes in a hypercube. Given normalized entropy (H o ), confidence level (α) is adjusted as follows:
α max and α min denote the maximum and minimum confidence level, respectively. Confidence level is adjusted in a non-linear manner; a unit circle function is used to map normalized entropy to confidence level.
Integration with Existing EMOAs
Listing 2 shows how the α-dominance operator works in detail.
end if 8 end for 9 10 for each x ∈ B do 11 if x / ∈ B then 12 e = e + 1 TTest() performs a T-test to determine whether classification error is significant or not (Line 27).
Listing 3 shows how the default binary tournament operator (tournament(); Lines 6 and 7 in Listing 1) is modified with the α-dominance operator. Listing 4 shows how the default ranking operator (sortByDominationRanking(); Line 20 in Listing 1) is modified with theα-dominance operator.
The modified sortByDominatinoRanking() uses findNonDominatedFront(), which finds nondominated individuals in a given population using theα-dominance operator (Lines 11 to 17).
end while 8 return F 9 end function 10 11 function findNonDominatedFront(P) 12 P = ∅ 13 for each p ∈ P and p / ∈ P do 14 P = P ∪ {p} 15 for each q ∈ P and q = p do 16 
0.90 and 0.99 Table 1 : Default Parameters for EMOAs
Experimental Evaluation
In this evaluation, α-dominance operator is compared with two noise-aware dominance operators. The evaluation was performed in jMetal [6] on a 2GHz 64bit dual-core processor with 2GB RAM and 64 bit JDK version 1.6.0 . α-dominance was compared with two noise-aware dominance operator, proposed in [12] and [7] which assume continuous uniform noise and normal distribution noise, respectively which assume continuous uniform distribution noise and normal distribution noise, respectively.
In this evaluation, both noise-aware dominance operators are implemented and replace the dominance operator in NSGA-II. The variance of NSGA-II with noise-aware dominance operators which assumes uniform distribution is called NSGA-II-U while the one with noise-aware dominance operators which assumes normal distribution is called NSGA-II-N. Furthermore, the NSGA-II with α-dominance operator is called NSGA-II-A. Following table shows default parameter of all algorithm:
Test Problems
In this evaluation, six well-known multiobjecitve optimization test problems are used; three from ZDT [16] family and another three from DTLZ family [4] . All three problems from ZDT family, i.e., ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3, are bi-objectives problems wth 30 decision variables while the three problems from DTLZ family, i.e., DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ7, are tri-objectives problems with 12 decision variables. ZDT1 has convex Pareto-optimal front while DTZ1 has linear Pareto-optimal front. ZDT2 and DTLZ3 have concave Pareto-optimal front. Finally, ZDT3 and DTLZ7 have discrete convex Pareto-optimal front.
Metrics
The proposed and comparing operators are evaluated against five metrics, namely, GD [14] , IGD [14] , EP-SILON [18] , H-CUBE and C-Metric [17] . The first three Figure 2 for an example of hypercube. Then, the Entropy of the hypercube is measured using Equation 8 . If the current set of non-dominated individuals is very diverse, e.g., only an individual located in each cube, the Entropy of the hypercube will be very high.
Computational Cost Result
To compare the actual execution time of each operator, NSGA-II-A, NSGA-II-N and NSGA-II-U were evaluate against DTLZ-3 problem using default parameters in Table 1 ; then, the time to perform 100 objective function evaluations were measure and the average of an function evaluation is calculated. 20 simulation runs were performed for each algorithm and the results are presented below:
In the table, the right most column represents the onetail significant level from t-distribution on 39 degree of freedom and 99% confidence level between NSGA-II-A and the other two algorithms. The simulation result shows that NSGA-II-A with α-dominance is faster than the other two noise-aware dominance operators with 99% confidence level.
Empirical Results with Bi-objectives Problems
This section presents empirical results with ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3 problems. In each problem, three noise distributions (Normal, Uniform and Possion distribution) and 2 noise levels (Variance of 1 and 4), measured as the variance of the noise, were evaluated on each algorithm. The results from each algorithm are presented as an average value and standard deviation as the subscription and the result in bold indicates the best result among the three algorithms. For each row in the table, one-tail significant level from t-distribution on 39 degree of freedom (p − 1) and 95% confidence level (α) between the best algorithm and the other two algorithms is presented at the last column masked with *, Y indicates that the best algorithm outperforms the other two algorithm significantly. T Table 3 shows result from GD metric on ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3 problems. It is clear that NSGA-II-A can out performs the other two algorithms on all problem significantly. Table 5 shows result from EPSILON metric on the same problem. Again, NSGA-II-A can outperform the other algorithms except on ZDT1-4-N and ZDT3-4-N. The experimental results show that α-dominance allows EMOA to find better non-dominated individuals in term of convergence. Table 6 shows result of Hypercube metric on ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3 problems. For the problems with Uniform distribution, NSGA-II-U can outperform the other two algorithms because the dominance operator in NSGA-II-U assumes Uniform distribution noise, thus, it is not surprised that NSGA-II-U can tolerance the effect of this kind of noise better than the other algorithms. Nevertheless, on the problems with Poisson distribution noise, or even Normal distribution noise, NSGA-II-A can outperforms the others significantly. α-domiance allows EMOA to find diverse nondominated individuals on different types of noise distribution because it does not assume any noise distribution. Table 11 shows result of coverage metric on ZDT1, ZDT2 and ZDT3 problems. 
Empirical Results with Tri-objectives Problems
This section presents empirical results with DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ7 problems. All of the experiment setting is the same as the previous section. Table 7, 8 and 9 show result from GD, IGD and EP-SILON metrics on DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ7 problems, respectively. It is clear that NSGA-II-A can out performs the other two algorithms on all problem significantly. The experimental results show that α-dominance allows EMOA to find better non-dominated individuals in terms of convergence in high-dimensional problems. Table 10 shows result of Hypercube metric on DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ7 problems. NSGA-II-U can outperform NSGA-II-A in only two problems with Uniform distribution. In particular, the dominance operator in NSGA-II-U assumes Uniform distribution noise, thus, it is not surprised that NSGA-II-U can tolerance the effect of this kind of noise better than the other algorithms. Nevertheless, on most of the problems with Poisson distribution noise, all of the problems with Normal distribution noise, and four problems with Uniform distribution noise, NSGA-II-A can outperforms the others significantly. α-domiance allows EMOA to find diverse non-dominated individuals on different types of noise distributions because it does not assume any noise distribution. Table 12 shows result of coverage metric on DTLZ1, DTLZ3 and DTLZ7 problems. Individuals from NSGA-II-A can dominate individuals from the other algorithms in most cases. Moreover, individuals from NSGA-II-A are never be dominated by individuals from the other algorithms. α-dominance allows EMOA to find better nondominated individuals.
Conclusions
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